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shakey wrote:

I hope you have been able to get into fish on valley since then.
From my experience on average the larger the nymph the smaller the fish, smaller the fly larger the fish. I
hope the pod under the 202 bridge is still sipping midges. You have like 1-2 casts on them before they
dive.

that's very interesting. that is almost completely opposite of my experience.
when i first started fishing valley,i used small nymphs and beadheads.i caught a lot of small fish.
for years i have been fishing it with bigger flies and catch decent size fish. i have never caught the 18" fish you
speak of,but,most i catch are 8-14"
i use flies from 14 up to size eight. i would use larger,but,a size six can damage a trout.[/quote]
Go deep, light tippet, and think micro and be prepared to loose a lot of flies to get the drift into those areas. I
have not fished valley in 4 years, but I would assume they are still in the general vacinity. If you spend enough
time on valley, put in the time, and target those specific areas it will be very rewarding. What I was stating was
only in the park, I have caught larger Browns outside of the park area. If you talk to the regulars on valley from
this board from the last 10 years, I am sure many of them will vouch for what I am saying. One of the largest
browns I ever caught on valley was a 24 rs2. I am sure streamer fishing, and the larger flies with proper drift will
produce larger fish on valley. But I found micro to not disturb the fish as much as a 14-16. Especially if you are
using a 2 fly rig, with beads, and a long French style leader. I found the >12” browns would take my sz18-20
nymph, while the larger brownies would take the 22-26 midge. But that is only my experience on valley, and
how I fish.

